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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the problem of taxi-passenger queue context
prediction using neighborhood based methods. We capture the taxi
drivers’ knowledge based on how they move in terms of temporal
driver-knowledge deviation (TDKD). Then a TDKD-aided feature
importance scheme is introduced for neighborhood based queue
context prediction. We apply our proposed scheme to predict dif-
ferent queue contexts at a busy international airport in New York.
We argue that the incorporation of taxi drivers’ knowledge for cal-
culating feature importance significantly improves the quality of
selected neighborhood, thus boosting the prediction accuracy. The
experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed
TDKD-aided feature importance scheme for neighborhood based
taxi-passenger queue context prediction.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Information systems→Nearest-neighbor search; •Applied
computing → Transportation;

KEYWORDS
Temporal driver-knowledge deviation, neighborhood selection, queue
context prediction
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1 INTRODUCTION
Taxis and passengers at the airport must join their respective queues
and await their turn before being served. They often experience
long queue waiting times for each other due to the demand-supply
imbalance of taxis which results in enormous chaos and wasted
land use. Prior knowledge about which queue (i.e. taxi, or passenger,
or both, or none) is going to experience unusual waiting time in a
future time window could provide timely management of these two
concurrent queues. So it is very important to predict different queue
contexts related to taxi and passenger queues. The queue context
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Table 1: Description of Four Queue Contexts

Queue
Contexts

Description of Queue Contexts

TQ Only taxis are waiting in the queue (taxi rank) for passengers.
PQ Only passengers are waiting in the queue (terminal) for taxis.
TPQ Both taxis and passengers are concurrently waiting in their

respective queues for each other.
NoQ No taxis or passengers are waiting in their respective queues.

describes the existence of any one of the four possible queue states
related to taxi and passenger queues which includes taxi queue only
(TQ), passenger queue only (PQ), both taxi and passenger queues
(TPQ) and no queue (NoQ) [13]. Table 1 describes the queue context
labels with their descriptions.

A number of research papers aim to provide timely information
for passengers or taxi drivers. Taxi drivers always look for a lucra-
tive passenger pickup location. A model based on spatio-temporal
factor analysis to find the best location for passenger pickup is
presented in [5]. A parking location analysis framework aiming
to maximize the profit of taxi drivers is proposed by [14]. Some
research papers focus on finding the best cruising routes for pas-
senger pickup [4][3]. On the other hand, passengers always want
to avail a taxi ride as soon as they arrive at a taxi stand. A real-
time trip information system for taxi-passengers is proposed in
[2] where passengers can know their estimated fare and trip time
in advance of their trip. A technique presented in [12] suggests
hot passenger pickup locations to the passengers to increase their
chance of catching a taxi ride in a timely manner. In [9], a model to
predict passenger wait time before a taxi ride is presented utilizing
historical taxi trajectories. A queue context detection framework
is presented by [13] that is able to identify different states of the
queues related to taxis and passengers. These research projects have
shown their effectiveness for citywide taxi operations. However
taxi-passenger queue context prediction at an airport is challeng-
ing since these techniques cannot be applied directly to airport
taxi-passenger queue management due to the differences in taxi
regulations. Also the queue contexts observed at the airport depend
on various contexts such as flight arrivals, weather and passengers’
choice of transport modes.

The k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) methods have shown their ef-
fectiveness in this type of real world application. However, the
performance of k-NN may degrade when applied to a dataset with
large set of features. It is known that the prediction accuracy of k-
NNmethods depends on the proper selection of features to enhance
the quality of the identified neighborhood [1]. The quality improve-
ment of identified neighborhood can further improve the prediction
accuracy [11]. The feature weighting based on domain knowledge
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can improve the prediction performance [6, 7]. However, it remains
as an issue for applications where the domain knowledge is not
widely available. We are motivated by the fact that the experienced
drivers do not prefer random cruising after a passenger drop-off.
They usually go to the place they know well for a quick passenger
pick up [15]. In this paper, we use taxi drivers’ knowledge to calcu-
late feature importance score for k-NN based methods. We note that
the choices of taxi drivers for making an airport trip change over
time. Therefore, we use the temporal deviation of the taxi drivers’
knowledge to calculate the feature importance scores. We argue
that by incorporating the temporal deviation of taxi drivers’ moves
as the feature importance score can identify good quality neigh-
borhoods and thus significantly boost the taxi-passenger queue
context prediction accuracy.

We utilize a real world queue context dataset [10] that includes in-
formation from taxi trip logs, airport passenger arrivals andweather
conditions which are relevant to the different queue contexts. Then
we propose a temporal driver-knowledge deviation based feature
importance scheme to select a quality neighborhood for predicting
taxi and passenger queue contexts. The key contributions of this
paper are as follows:
• Extraction and selection of important features for taxi-passenger
queue context prediction.
• A feature importance scheme based on temporal driver-
knowledge deviations to select good quality neighborhoods
for predicting taxi and passenger queue contexts using neighborhood-
based methods.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes feature
extraction and dataset preparation. Section 3 describes a model to
predict taxi-passenger queue contexts using kNN-methods. In Sec-
tion 4, we describe experimental results. Finally, Section 5 concludes
the paper.

2 THE QUEUE CONTEXT DATASET
We utilize the queue context dataset from [10] which was generated
to examine different queue contexts at the JFK airport during the
year of 2013. Each instance in this dataset is a time slot of one hour
in duration and described by a feature vector of 44 elements. The
features can be categorized under four types:
• Temporal includes hour of the day, day of the week.
• Taxi includes number of passenger pickups, number of pas-
senger drop-off, number of pickups with a precedent airport
drop-offs which the driver makes and the average queue
wait times of taxis.
• Passenger includes number of flights, number of passengers,
number of flight processing booths, average passenger wait-
ing time.
• Weather includes precipitation, wind speed, temperature,
dew point, humidity, weather conditions.

Note that all these features correspond to the current hour of
the day. The queue context dataset also contains the same features
for the previous and next hourly time window for passenger and
weather related features except average passenger waiting time.
Also the taxi related features are available only for the previous
hourly time window together with current hourly time window
since these feature values are not available in the next hourly time

window. In this research, we compute and include one additional
feature against each available feature in the queue context dataset.
These additional features are calculated by taking any feature and
computing the deviation from its mean feature score. The final
dataset has a total of 66 features for queue context prediction.

3 QUEUE CONTEXT PREDICTION
Let Ti be an instance which represents the current hourly time
window in the queue context dataset. Each instance Ti is described
by a set of contextual features and a queue context c (Ti ). Given
a query time window TQ which represents the next hourly time
window and corresponding set of features Fc , we predict the taxi-
passenger queue contexts as: (TQ , Fc ) → ĉ (TQ ) where ĉ (TQ ) is the
predicted queue context. The prediction steps are described in the
next two sections:

3.1 Formulation of k-NN Methods
Let each sample Ti in the queue context dataset is described by a
d-dimensional vector of relevant features and a target context label:
⟨a1 (Ti ),a2 (Ti ),a3 (Ti ), ...,ad (Ti ), c (Ti )⟩ where, c (Ti ) is the queue
context label and c (Ti ) ∈ {TQ, PQ,TPQ,NoQ }.

To predict the target queue context for any query instance TQ ,
the distances between TQ and all the training samples Ti denoted
as d (TQ ,Ti ) are calculated as follows:

d (TQ , Ti ) =

√√√ d∑
j=1

[aj (TQ ) − aj (Ti )]2 (1)

where aj ∈ Fc is the jth contextual feature of Ti . and Ti :
Unlike the basic k-NN method which treats each feature equally

during this distance calculation, the contribution of each feature can
be taken into account by multiplying with the feature importance
score. Ifωj is the feature importance score of jth feature, we rewrite
the Eq. 1 as follows:

d (TQ , Ti ) =

√√√ d∑
j=1

ωj ∗ [aj (TQ ) − aj (Ti )]2 (2)

Next, the k-nearest neighbors of TQ are selected by observing
the values of d (TQ ,Ti ) and sorting them in ascending order. Let us
assume {TNN = TNN

1 ,TNN
2 ,TNN

3 , ...,TNN
k } is the set of k-nearest

neighbors ofTQ based on k smallest d (TQ ,Ti ). The predicted target
score ĉ (TQ ) of the query instance TQ is calculated by applying
majority voting technique within the target context labels of k-
nearest neighbors as follows:

ĉ (TQ ) = argmax
k∑
i=1

δ (c, c (T NN
i )) (3)

Note that the key is to compute the appropriate feature impor-
tance score in Eq. 2 to achieve a higher prediction accuracy through
identification of good quality neighborhood of size k .

3.2 TDKD-aided Feature Importance Scheme
In this section, we compute the feature importance score for queue
context prediction. As stated in the recent literature [15], the ex-
perienced drivers prefer not to cruise randomly after a passenger
drop-off, we also assume that most of the airport taxi drivers are
experienced and they know the best time to pick up an airport job
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after a passenger drop-off at the airport. Motivated by this fact,
we observe the hourly number of taxi trips that initiate from the
airport vicinity after a precedent passenger drop-off at the airport.
We call this frequency as hourly ‘drivers’ knowledge’. Then we cal-
culate deviation of this ‘drivers’ knowledge’ from the hourly mean
frequency for each hour. We call this number as the ‘Temporal
Drivers-knowledge Deviation’ (TDKD). Note that we calculate the
hourly ‘driver knowledge’ deviation for each instance in the queue
context dataset. Then we employ the notion of mutual information
to calculate the feature importance score. The mutual information
is a measure of the mutual dependence between two random vari-
ables. In this research, we use the TDKD as a conditional variable
for calculating TDKD based conditional mutual information be-
tween any feature and the queue context. We calculate the TDKD
aided conditional mutual information, I (aj ; c (Ti ) |TDKD) as:

I (aj ; c (Ti ) |TDKD ) = −
∑

aj ,c (Ti ),TDKD

p (aj , c (Ti )) log
p (aj , c (Ti ) |TDKD )

p (aj |TDKD )p (c (Ti ) |TDKD )

(4)
Here, aj is the jth queue context feature and c (Ti ) is the taxi-

passenger queue context andTDKD is the temporal driver-knowledge
deviation. Next, we normalize these values of I (aj ; c (Ti ) |TDKD) to
be used as feature importance score.

4 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
4.1 Feature Selection
As we extract more features by computing the deviations of all
feature values from its hourly mean along with the current features
of the queue context dataset [10], it is necessary to check the rele-
vancy of all features. The reason is that the use of all these features
may degrade the prediction performance significantly due to the
inclusion of some irrelevant and redundant features. Therefore,
to build an accurate model, it is required to identify the relevant
features from this large feature set of 66 features. The automatic
feature selection techniques are considered as an effective tool in
this scenario. We use a well known automatic feature selection
technique called Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) [8]. In each
iteration of REF, a Random Forest algorithm is employed and the
model is evaluated. All possible subsets of the features are con-
sidered. Figure 1 shows that a subset of 27 features produces the
maximum accuracy (76.58%).

Figure 1: Accuracy (%) vs Number of Features

Next, we take this subset of 27 features and check for feature re-
dundancy. Specifically we examine if this subset contains attributes
that are highly correlated with each other. To remove this problem

we generate and analyze a correlation matrix between all 27 at-
tributes. Then the highly correlated attributes are identified based
on a cut-off threshold. We remove 9 queue context features with
an absolute correlation of 0.75 or higher and obtain 18 relevant
features for the queue context prediction. These 9 features include
normalized passenger pickup frequency, total booths, and total pas-
senger corresponds to the current hourly time window; normalized
slotwise avg waiting, drop and pick frequency, total booths, and
total passenger corresponds to the previous hourly time window;
and normalized total passenger, and total booths corresponds to
the next hourly time window. Then We apply the recursive feature
elimination technique again within the dataset of 18 features to
confirm that no more feature is selected to be removed and the
maximum accuracy of 76% is obtained using the subset of all of
those 18 features. Since this feature reduction shows no significant
change in prediction accuracy, we keep both of the datasets with
18 and 27 features respectively for the purpose of comparison. We
apply our feature importance calculation technique in both datasets
and observe the prediction performance.

4.2 Feature Importance
After feature selection, we calculate the feature importance scores
for each feature in the queue context dataset by normalizing the
values of I (aj ; c (Ti ) |TDKD) between 0 and 1. Figure 2 illustrates
the feature importance scores for our dataset with 18 features. We
perform the same for our another dataset with 27 features. Then we
use these normalized scores during the distance calculation of k-NN
methods. Note that the features listed in Figure 2 that end with a
‘N’ correspond to the features with normalized values while the
features that end with a ‘D’ represent the deviation of that feature
from the hourly mean of the normalized feature values.
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Figure 2: Feature Importance Scores Based on Conditional
Mutual Information From Eq. 4

4.3 Prediction Performance
In this phase, we apply different k-NN methods to both our datasets
with 27 and 18 features respectively. For the experiment, we use
10-fold cross validation mechanism to test the performance of k-
NN methods. Specifically, we compare the prediction performance
by observing the error rates between traditional k-NN method
and the k-NN (w/TDKD) method. Note that the traditional k-NN
methods considers each features with similar importance. Unlike
traditional k-NN, the k-NN (w/TDKD) incorporates the temporal
driver-knowledge deviation (TDKD) as feature importance scores
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Figure 3: Comparison of Error Rates (%)

during distance calculation for neighborhood selection. We do this
comparison of the prediction error for varying k-values between 1
and 25. Figure 3 illustrates the error rates of different techniques.
For clarification we denote the traditional k-NNmethods as k-NN27
and k-NN18 when applied to our datasets of 27 and 18 features re-
spectively. Similarly the k-NN27 (w/TDKD) and k-NN18 (w/TDKD)
stand for the k-NN methods with temporal driver-knowledge devi-
ation (TDKD) based feature importance score.

We can see from Figure 3 that the the k-NN27 (w/TDKD) and k-
NN18 (w/TDKD) produce less error rates compare to k-NN27 and k-
NN18. This implies that the use of temporal driver-knowledge devia-
tion (TDKD) based feature importance scoreswith the neighborhood-
based methods can select good quality neighborhood thus lower the
error rates. We also can see that the k-NN18 (w/TDKD) produces
the error rate which is smallest among these four for almost all k
values. This implies that the k-NN method perform better in our
scenario when applied to the dataset with reduced features.

Table 2: Results Obtained From Paired t-Test

Paired t-test Between k -NN Methods {a,b} p-value 95% CI

{k-NN18, k-NN18 (w/TDKD)} 3.31e-10 (0.028, 0.043)
{k-NN27, k-NN18 (w/TDKD)} 1.184e-10 (0.028, 0.041)
{k-NN18, k-NN27 (w/TDKD)} 2.333e-09 (0.020, 0.031)
{k-NN27, k-NN27 (w/TDKD)} 5.719e-11 ( 0.020, 0.029)
{k-NN27 (w/TDKD), k-NN18 (w/TDKD)} 0.001466 (0.004, 0.016)

Next, we examine the significance of this improvement of using
the TDKD-based feature importance scores with the neighborhood
based methods. We conduct a paired t-test. The paired t-test exam-
ine and determine the statistical evidence that the mean difference
between paired observations is significantly different. A mean dif-
ference of 0 implies no difference. We perform the paired t-test for
all the error rates obtained for varying k-values. For example,if a
and b represent two matrices that contain the error rates for dif-
ferent k-values between 1 and 25 for two different methods say,
k-NN18 and k-NN18 (w/TDKD). The paired t-test (a,b) returns an
interval of differences for a given confidence interval (CI). We can
see from Table 2 that this difference in error rate reduction is signif-
icant with a 95% CI since the value 0 is outside these intervals. We
also can see that the k-NN18 (w/TDKD) shows the most significant
improvement compare to others. The lower p-values (p < 0.05) also
strengthen the claim.

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper, we address the queue context prediction problem
using k-NN based methods. We extract additional features from the
only available dataset presented in [10] which was designed for the

JFK airport in New York city. Then we select relevant features for
queue context prediction. Our experimental results show that the
incorporation of relevant features and a temporal driver knowledge
deviation based feature importance scheme is able to provide a
better prediction performance for queue context prediction using
k-NN based methods by selecting good quality neighborhoods.

Our future plan is to predict the queue contexts and their respec-
tive lengths by incorporating and analyzing more features such
as traffic incidents, and social events if the appropriate data were
to be made available. In summary, our research presented in this
paper predicts the taxi-passenger queue contexts at the JFK airport
in New York city. Since our proposed approach can identify good
quality neighborhood for k-NN methods and thus can increase the
prediction accuracy, it is applicable to any location with similar
taxi regulations such as large shopping malls and other airports.
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